Self-similar architectures simplify design and interoperability for smart manufacturing and logistics systems. Self-similar architectures for these domains extend existing models of self-similar controller architectures to include unified models, or abstractions, of plant behavior and planning and operational control functions. This paper proposes modeling system units as discrete event logistics systems (DELS), an abstraction that unifies heterogeneous system models for the manufacturing and logistics domain. Similar DELS then can be composed into self-similar architectures for larger, more complex DELS.
INTRODUCTION
Challenges in designing and operating smart manufacturing and logistics systems include interaction and coordination between heterogeneous systems, such as material handling systems, storage and retrieval systems, and production systems. Interoperability challenges extend to heterogeneous planning and operational control software 5 systems, such as manufacturing execution systems (MES), transportation management systems (TMS), and warehouse control systems (WCS).
Agent-oriented system architectures, such as fractal and holonic manufacturing systems, have been proposed to address these challenges [1, 2, 3] . Self-similar system architectures, a feature of fractal manufacturing systems (FrMS), are an attractive 10 idea for designing smart manufacturing and logistics systems. Self-similar systems are exactly or approximately similar to a part of itself; for example, a factory can be similar to each department, which is similar to each work cell. The similarity of system components improves the composability and interoperability of cyber-physical components. It reduces the complexity of system design and improves maintainability of the 15 system.
The proposed methodology models smart manufacturing and logistics systems as composed of architecturally similar units performing specialized functions: first, decompose each production and logistics system into smaller, functionally-distinct units (Section 2), then model each unit using a common abstraction to achieve similarity 20 (Section 3), and finally compose architecturally-similar, functionally-diverse units into self-similar systems (Section 4).
Decomposition of Production and Logistics Systems
Manufacturing and logistics systems are compositions of smaller operational units, each contributing distinct functional capabilities to the whole system. For example,
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supply chains are composed of production systems connected by transportation and storage systems (Figure 1) , aligning with the basic MAKE, MOVE, and STORE functions. Each system component can be described as a Discrete Event Logistics System (DELS). DELS are dynamic systems that transform discrete flows through networks of interconnected resources [4, 5] . DELS are found at all levels of the enterprise,
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including large, complex systems such as supply chains, manufacturing systems, trans- construct a reference architecture for new system components.
Unified, "Similar" System Description
The concept of self-similar architectures for manufacturing originates in fractal manufacturing systems (FrMS) [6, 3] . FrMS models describe a functional controller architecture for each fractal unit that achieves properties such as self-organization, self-45 optimization, and self-similarity. Our research focuses on developing self-similar system architectures for DELS. A reference architecture is a pattern to create new systems, or components. The reference architecture for DELS extends similar system specifications beyond functionally, or architecturally, similar controllers to include uniform definitions of the system behavior, including both plant and control.
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Traditionally, each kind of DELS is addressed with dedicated domains, including domain-specific languages and reference models. However, these systems share a common abstraction -a set of products flowing through a set of processes being executed by resources configured in a facility (Figure 2 
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Common abstract reference models and architectures for DELS provide similarity between system components, enabling interoperability among heterogenous DELS, including physical and software components. Interoperability enables similar components to be composed into self-similar systems.
Composing Self-Similar Systems
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DELS-based similarity of system components enables model-based, object-oriented approaches to designing and assembling self-similar DELS. Specifically, one DELS can be a resource to another (Figure 3) . This relationship is modeled formally by combining generalization (DELS is-a-type-of Resource) and composition (DELS has Resources as parts) relationships between DELS and its resources. For example, a 80 workcell views its machines, conveyors, and buffers as resources capable of make, move, and store functions, respectively. Likewise, a supply chain may view its factories, transportation system, and warehouses as resources capable of make, move, and store functions, respectively. Designing and operating self-similar DELS requires modeling the functional capa-85 bilities provided by resources and required by tasks. The capabilities of each resource are exposed to other systems through well-defined interfaces. Then each DELS controller views its plant exactly the same way ("similarly") regardless of whether those resources are independent, autonomous DELS; coalitions of resources under the direction of a mediator; or simple owned equipment. That is, each DELS plans and controls 90 its resources similarly regardless of hierarchical level in the enterprise.
Similar system components can be composed into a variety of architectures, such Figure 3 : Self-similarity is achieved by allowing DELS to be resources to other DELS. This recursive relationship allows similar DELS to be composed into complex system architectures while preserving the similarity of the parent DELS (self-similarity).
as centralized, hierarchical, heterarchical, decentralized (described in [8] ), or other architectures such as mediator [9] . Developing and implementing self-similar architectures for DELS requires work on models and methodologies for building them. These include standardized DELS 105 abstractions, reference architectures derived from those abstractions, and standardized methodologies for refining or specializing them into system architectures. Models of existing systems (brownfield implementations) are needed that conform to standard abstractions, enabling them to take advantage of interoperability and integration opportunities. Leveraging these opportunities to develop unified, integrated systems is 110 necessary to make "smart" DELS.
Conclusion
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